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Technical Summary 

The index closed at 8047points. 

General Trend/Daily: For the first time since 

October, the index was able to break above 

its 200 day moving average at 7965 points, 

supported by the Bank momentum, after 

failing multiple attempts earlier to break and 

hold above. Furthermore, the 7965 point level 

represent 61.8% Fibonacci of the last bearish 

wave.  While we expect the index to hold 

above the 200-day moving average levels and 

move towards the previous highs at 8060, the 

index may move towards stability in the 

medium term and exit the main bearish wave 

to start targeting new levels at 8140 points 

initially, supported by the dividend earnings 

season and the 4Q 2018 result 

announcements. 

The index also formed a positive overlap 

between the  weekly SMA (10,20), which 

could support the bullish momentum. 

Also seen from the daily RSI that its close to 

breaking the corrective triangle pattern, which 

is expected to support the movement of the 

index in the coming period. 

Forecasts: The general outlook is likely to be 

stable in light of improved technical indicators, 

where holding above 7965 points could open 

the way to test subsequent resistance levels 

at 8140 - 8490 points. The most prominent 

support areas remain at  7830 – 7590 

consecutively.  

TASI/Daily: The index overcame the 200 day moving average at 7965 level, Where we expect the 

consolidation above the mentioned point would be an initial indication of the stability on the 

medium term. 
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Continued pressure on the index movement  

About to break through a horizontal pattern  

200 day average at 7965 points  
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Technical Summary 

The index closed December at 7826 points. 

General Trend/Monthly: Despite the sharp 

fluctuations in the index over the past months, 

most medium-term technical indicators still 

stable with the formation of an inverse 

candlestick pattern during last September (see 

chart). Where we expect that the consolidation 

in January above  SMA 10-month at 8040 may 

revive the bullish momentum to reach new 

highs. The 7670 levels remains the current most 

important monthly averages and support. 

The Index continued to move above its 

important monthly averages (10 & 20 months), 

after positive intersection for the monthly 

averages during April 2017 (Refer to the chart).  

As evidenced by the MACD, the continued 

positive monthly overlap between the MACD 

and the signal line, is expected to maintain the 

stability of the index movement in the medium 

term despite any short fluctuations. 

Forecasts: Outlook remains stable in the 

medium term in light of the positive signs in 

most technical indicators, and maintaining a 

monthly close above 7670 points levels, while 

the most important areas for subsequent 

resistance are at 8040 - 8502 points. The most 

prominent support areas remain at 7670 - 7290 

consecutively.  

Tadawul Index\Monthly: Positivity remains among most technical indicators in the medium term, 

while maintaining the movement above the monthly average may revive the bullish momentum to 

achieve new highs. 

Continued positive movement for the monthly MACD  

Positive crossings of averages 

Unconfirmed inverse candlestick 

for September  

Negative intersection of averages 
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Continued positive movement for the monthly RSI 

Positive crossings of averages 

Unconfirmed inverse candlestick   

Negative intersection of averages 
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Technical Summary 

The index closed at 7532 points. 

General Trend/Daily: During December, the 

banking sector index was able to penetrate 

the horizontal levels and starting a strong rise 

(see the chart) in light of the decline in 

momentum the of the additional Zakat claims 

and the support of other technical indicators. 

The sector index continued to support the 

movement of the main Index of the Saudi 

market due to the high impact of the sector’s 

weight on the movement of the Saudi Market 

Main Index. We expect a continuation of the 

upside after the sector index returned to 

consolidate above its daily and weekly 

averages.  

 

As seen from the daily RSI, a break of 70 

points levels is expected to support the 

movement of the sector index in the near term 

to achieve new levels.  

Forecasts: The general outlook is positive  in 

line with our expectations for a continued 

short bullish movements towards 7620 - 7730 

points, among continued improvement for 

most technical indicators such as the RSI. 

The main support levels remain at  7380 – 

7130  points.  

Banks Sector / Daily: The Banking sector index continues to achieve new levels as most of the 

technical indicators of the sector are improving. We expect the bullish movement to test the 

resistance levels 7620 - 7730 points.  

RSI 

Negative Divergence  

Negative Divergence  Negative Divergence  
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Break a horizontal path  
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Technical Summary 

The index closed at 5380 points. 

General Trend/Daily: The basic materials 

sector was able to rebound from the current 

minimum levels of the horizontal trend as oil 

prices rebounded strongly (see chart), while 

some sector indexes showing a significant 

improvement on the short-term movement. 

We expect short term rallies to continue after 

the sector has crossed the 20 day average.  

As seen from the daily RSI, a break of 50 

points levels is expected to support the 

movement of the sector index in the near 

term.  

Forecasts: The general outlook leans 

towards continued short bullish movements 

towards levels at 5430 - 5560 points, with the 

oil price support and the upward movement in 

some technical indexes such as the RSI. We 

also expect that the pentration of 5560 points 

will provide a clear ending signal to the 

bearish trend. The main support levels remain 

at  5280 – 5180  points.  

Basic Materials sector/ daily: The Sector’s index continued to move in a major sideway 

direction in which the short-term upward movement is likely to continue. We also expect the 

bullish trend to continue to test the resistance levels at 5430 - 5560 points.  

RSI 

Negative Divergence  

Negative Divergence  Negative Divergence  
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Breaking a major upward trend  

Moving in a sideway direction 

Bypassing the area of 50 points 
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Technical Summary 

The index closed at US$ 58.0 per barrel. 

Looking at the Monthly movement, Brent 

crude index continues its moving in the 

downtrend after breaking the major uptrend 

levels (See chart), Where the Brent index was 

able to start an strong uptrend strong after 

testing the 61.8% Fibonacci levels of the recent 

uptrend wave  at U$ 49.80.  It is also likely that 

the short-term bullish movement will continue, 

driven by OPEC attempts to reduce global oil 

oversupply. While the oil markets will continue to 

keep an eye on the commitment to the agreed 

oil production cuts.  

The monthly RSI index was able to be changed 

positively, supporting the possible return to test 

the 20 monthly moving average at US$ 66.0 per 

barrel.  

Forecasts: In light of the current technical 

indicators, we expect oil price to continue its 

temporary increases to the levels between US$  

62.0 - 66.0 per  barrel to test the most important 

moving averages that were broken previously. 

Where the US$ 66 is an important resistance 

level for the mid-term. The key support levels 

remain at US$ 49.80.  

Brent: Continued short-term bullish movements as oil production cuts starts in January to 

decrease market oversupply by 1.2 mbpd, while technical target levels remain between US$ 62 – 

66. 

Main uptrend support 

USD 64.0 

Negative Divergence  

Negative Divergence  
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Key Support Area at US$ 49.80 
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